LOW CAB FORWARD TRUCKS

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY, DELIVERED FOR YOUR BUSINESS

All images have preproduction model shown and upfits from an independent supplier.1

Our truck lineup is stronger than ever with the addition of the Low Cab Forward Series. This dependable
range of trucks, available with gasoline or diesel engines, is perfect for hauling large and bulky cargo,
even while navigating through city traffic. With wheelbases from 109" to 212," they can accommodate
a wide range of body applications, and they are prewired for a trailer harness and brakes to reduce
the time and cost of upfitting. These trucks are ideal for delivering large cargo such as furniture,
construction materials, frozen foods, landscaping materials, or even heavy machinery.
Coming 2016. Explore the Low Cab Forward Series at chevrolet.com/lcf.

CHEVROLET LOW CAB FORWARD TRUCKS
Take on jobs of all sizes with choices ranging from the 3500 and 4500 6.0L V8 gasoline-powered trucks to 3500,
4500, or 5500 heavy-duty diesel-powered engines available in Regular Cab and Crew Cab configurations.
MODEL		
3500		
4500		
3500HD
4500HD
4500XD
5500HD
5500XD

Crew Cab

CAB TYPES		
Regular/Crew		
Regular/Crew		
Regular			
Regular/Crew 		
Regular/Crew		
Regular/Crew		
Regular			

ENGINE		GVWR2		
6.0L V8 Gas		
12,000 lbs
6.0L V8 Gas 		
14,500 lbs
3.0L I-4 Diesel (4J)
13,000 lbs
5.2L I-4 Diesel (4H)
14,500 lbs
5.2L I-4 Diesel (4H)
16,000 lbs
5.2L I-4 Diesel (4H)
17,950 lbs
5.2L I-4 Diesel (4H)
19,500 lbs

MAX PAYLOAD RANGE3
6,246-6,978 lbs
8,442-9,174 lbs
7,359-7,531 lbs
7,686-8,455 lbs
8,760-9,526 lbs
10,600-11,381 lbs
12,214-12,794 lbs

Regular Cab

SHAPED FOR YOUR BUSINESS
The Low Cab Forward design not only offers maximum productivity and convenience for drivers, it also helps make
driving efficient.

CAB-OVER DESIGN
The cab-over design provides optimal visibility for the
driver, a useful feature for urban driving. Ease of entry
and exit helps crews that make multiple pick-ups and
deliveries throughout the day, and easy access to the
engine compartment makes routine maintenance a breeze.

OVERALL LENGTH
Low Cab Forward trucks are sized to give you an impressive
turning radius to help you navigate through challenging
traffic situations. And the overall length allows for generous
cargo space, ideal for transporting a wide range of bulky goods.

INTERIOR WORKSPACE
The interior is designed for drivers on the go. Features
include fold-down trays that double as a laptop/work area,
and convenient storage areas in the dash, doors, seatback
pockets, overhead shelf, and rear organizer tray.

IMPORTANT NOTE ABOUT ALTERATIONS AND WARRANTIES: Installations or alterations to the original-equipment vehicle or chassis as distributed by General Motors are not covered by the General Motors
New-Vehicle Limited Warranty. The special body company, assembler, equipment installer, or upfitter is solely responsible for warranties on the body or equipment and any alterations (or any effect of the
alterations) to any of the parts, components, systems, or assemblies installed by GM. GM is not responsible for the safety or quality of design, features, materials, or workmanship of any alterations by
such suppliers. 2When properly equipped; includes weight of vehicle, passengers, cargo, and equipment. 3For comparison purposes only. See the Owner’s Manual and the label on the vehicle door jamb
for the carrying capacity of a specific vehicle. ©2015 General Motors. All rights reserved. The marks appearing in this ad are the trademarks or service marks of GM, its subsidiaries, affiliates, or licensors.
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